On My Way to KINDERGARTEN!

Practice Packet
Circle the set that shows more.

[Images of elephants and dogs]

Trace the letters.

ABCD E

Color by the code.

1- yellow
2- green
3- orange
4- red
5- blue
Circle the set that shows more.

Trace the letters.

FHJK

Put an "X" on the picture that does not belong.

Trace the letters to make a sentence.

I see a...
Color the pictures that begin with the letter Ss.

![Sock](image)
![Caterpillar](image)
![Flowers](image)
![Fox](image)
![Star](image)
![Hippo](image)

Trace the numbers.

1 2 3 4 5

Color the penny brown.

![Penny](image)
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Complete the A3 pattern.

Circle the biggest bear. Draw a line under the smallest bear.

I see 3 bears.
Color the set that shows less.

Trace the letters.

L M N O P

Color the 2 pictures that rhyme.

frog pig flag dog
Pam sees five bugs. Jim sees three bugs. How many bugs do they see in all?

\[ \begin{array}{ccc}
\text{bugs} & + & \text{bugs} \\
\text{five} & + & \text{three} \\
\hline
\text{eight} \\
\end{array} \]

Color the traffic light.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>red</th>
<th>yellow</th>
<th>green</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Put an “X” on the animal that does not belong.
Color by the code.

Trace the numbers.

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10

Write the letter for the beginning sound.

- - -
Circle the biggest pig.
Put a line under the smallest pig.

Color the pictures that begin with the letter Aa.

Trace the color words. Color in the circle below each color.
The  is gray.

Fill in the missing numbers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Write or draw 2 rhyming words for cat.
Color the picture that begins the same as glasses.

Tom sees 7 bags. Jan sees 2 bags. How many bags do they see in all?

Circle the number of syllables for each picture.

I have 200.
Write the letter for the beginning sound.

___  ___  ___

Color by the code.

How many circles do you see? _____
Put the pictures in order by writing a 1, 2, or 3 under the picture.

I see a butterfly.

Fill in the missing number.

2  4  
67  
89  

7  8  
3  5  

Trace the words and color the picture to match.

The is red.
Color the fish correctly.
The red fish is 1st.
The yellow fish is 4th.
The purple fish is 3rd.
The green fish is 5th.
The blue fish is 2nd.

Color the scoops of ice cream that have the same beginning sound as the picture in the cone.
Color 7 chicks.

Color 9 dogs.

Write the letter for the beginning sound.

Write the letter for the beginning sound.

Add.
Color the pictures that begin with the same sound as bat.

Trace each word in rainbow colors.

\[ \underline{a} \underline{to} \underline{can} \underline{blue} \]
\[ \underline{the} \underline{I} \underline{and} \underline{see} \]

Add.

\[ \underline{\text{glasses}} + \underline{\text{glasses}} = \underline{\text{glasses}} \]

Color the picture. How many flowers did you color?
Color the pictures that show ways you can move from place to place.

Trace the letters.

QRSTU

Color the shells.

I see 6 shells.
Draw a line to match the frogs that are the same.

Color 4 of the dimes gray.
Put the pictures in order by writing a 1, 2, or 3 under the picture.

Trace the letters.

V W X Y Z

Count the coins in the pig.
Draw a stick beside the squirrel.

Draw an acorn inside the tent.

Draw a sun above the tree.

Count and write the number to tell how many.

Butterflies: ________

Cups: ________
Trace the lines.

Name each farm animal.

Write your name.
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Make up a story to go with the picture.

Draw a line to match the number to the amount shown. Color.

4

3

2
Draw a face for the boy and the girl.

Trace the words to make a sentence.

I can see a __.

Name each picture.
Write the letter for the sound you hear at the end of the word.

校车
帽子
Count your fingers.

Color the pictures for each compound word.

Basket + Star = Basketball

Tea + Cake = Cupcake

The dog is happy.
Can you retell the story of Little Red Riding Hood?

The house is big.
The house is small.
Kim and Jim are eating lunch.
Color the foods on the table that you like to eat.

Circle or highlight the 5's.

4 3 7 5 9 4 5 8 1 2 5 7 6 4
3 9 0 2 3 5 8 9 5 1 2 5 0 8
0 5 3 6 7 2 3 5 2 5 8 9 2 5
3 6 0 8 5 1 4 2 9 5 1 5 0 7
Trace each shape.

I see 4 shapes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Draw a shape with 3 sides</th>
<th>Draw a shape with 4 sides</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What would you wear on a **hot** day? Color these items red.
What would you wear on a **cold** day? Color these items blue.
Hey Diddle Diddle

Hey diddle diddle,
The cat and the fiddle,
The cow jumped over the moon,
The little dog laughed to see such sport,
And the dish ran away with the spoon.

Color the moon yellow.
Color the cow black and white.
Color the cat orange.
Color the fiddle red.
Color the dog brown.
Color the dish blue.
Color the spoon purple.
Little Miss Muffet

Little Miss Muffet
Sat on a tuffet
Eating her curds and whey;
Along came a spider,
Who sat down beside her
And frightened Miss Muffet away.

Color the picture that shows what happened last.
Draw a picture of you.
Read the words. If you can read the word, color the bear.

a and away big blue
can come down find for
funny go help here I
in is it jump little
look make me my not
one play red run said
like  must  new  no  now

on  our  out  please  pretty

ran  ride  saw  say  she

so  soon  swim  that  there

they  this  too  under  walk

want  was  well  went  what